peroration and the potential seriousness of the process could be underestimated. In addition, because contrast studies are not needed to obtain the information required, the lower radiation dose received by the patient is compensated by the potential benefits of its diagnostic capacity.
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**Trends in Six Years Participation in Extracurricular Physical Activity in Adolescents. The AVENA and AFINOS Studies**

Tendencias de participación durante seis años en actividad física extraescolar en adolescentes. Estudios AVENA y AFINOS

To the Editor,

Meseguer et al. recent study1 presented trends in adult leisure time and workplace physical activity in the Región de Madrid autonomous community of Spain between 1995 and 2008. Their results highlight a slight fall in levels of leisure time physical activity and an especially interesting increase in the proportion of men and women who engage in no leisure time physical activity at all. Currently, no data exist on trends in Spanish adolescents’ engagement in leisure time or extracurricular physical activity. These data could be of interest to public health authorities given that adolescence is a stage of life characterized by a substantial decline in levels of physical activity, compared with infancy.2 Moreover, an active lifestyle during adolescence could prevent cardiovascular and metabolic disease from developing at this age3,4 and in adulthood. 5

We set out to investigate trends in adolescents’ participation in extracurricular physical activity in the city of Madrid (Spain) between 2001–2002 and 2007–2008. To achieve this, we used data on participation in extracurricular physical activity adolescents 13 to 17 years of age in Madrid, obtained in the AVENA (Food and Assessment of the Nutritional Status of Spanish Adolescents)6 and AFINOS (Physical Activity as a Preventive Measure for Overweight, Obesity, Infection, Allergies and Cardiovascular Risk Factors in Adolescents)7 studies. For the present study, we included data obtained on 573 adolescents (50.1% girls) in the AVENA study and 956 adolescents (48.5% girls) in the AFINOS study. Analysis of the sample reflects a slight increase in the proportion of adolescents engaging in extracurricular physical activity (60.9% vs 64.2%, in 2001-2002 and 2007-2008, respectively), although differences were non-significant (P = .193). Analysis of data by sex found nonsignificant increases in the percentages of both boys (74.9% vs 76.9%; P = .455) and girls (46.4% vs 51.6%; P = .171) engaging in extracurricular physical activity. However, differences remained in the proportions of boys and girls who participated (P < .001).

From data on weight and height (measured objectively in AVENA and self-reported in AFINOS), we calculated body mass index and classified the adolescents as normal or overweight (including obesity).8 We also classified them in 3 groups (poor, average, good) by self-reported physical condition level recorded on a 5-point Likert scale (very poor, poor, average, good, very good) used in both studies. We found no significant differences in the percentage of adolescents participating in extracurricular physical activity between 2001–2002 and 2007–2008 by body weight or physical condition (P > .05). These results indicate the trend of adolescents participating in extracurricular physical activity in Madrid remained steady over these 6 years. Although the lack of a fall in the percentage of adolescents engaging in physical activity could initially be considered positive, a) differences between genders were maintained and girls participated less than boys, and b) educational and public health policy applied in Madrid in recent years aiming to increase adolescent participation in extracurricular physical activity has apparently not had the desired impact. Hence, we urgently need to design more effective policies aimed at increasing adolescent participation in extracurricular physical activity, principally directed at the adolescents themselves.
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NSTEMI During a Stress Echocardiogram With Dobutamine: Where is the Problem?

IAMSEST durante la realización de un ecocardiograma de estrés con dobutamina: ¿dónde está el problema?

To the Editor,

Few studies have assessed the safety of dobutamine stress echocardiograms (DSE) since they were introduced into clinical practice in 1979. Rodríguez García et al.1 describe a major complication rate of 1/325 with a dose >20 μg/kg/min, which is comparable to the results from a recently published meta-analysis by Geleijnse et al. (1/475).2 Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is a rare complication (0.02%−0.06%) in patients with coronary disease. Although these cited papers do not specify which definition of AMI was used, the first was published in 20011 and the second2 includes studies performed in the nineties. The current AMI definition was published in 2007,3 and establishes the “central role” of troponin. Meanwhile, dobutamine at doses >20 μg/kg/min is a strong inducer of ischemia due to its effects on arterial tone and double product, and some authors attribute to it increases in the activation and aggregation of platelets.1,2 For the following case treated at our institution, we highlight the difficulties associated with interpreting isolated increases of troponin in the context of DSE under the current AMI definition.

The patient is a 60-year-old female presenting with obesity, hypertension, and type II diabetes. After 2 months of outpatient care for symptoms of effort angina, she was referred by the emergency room due to prolonged chest pain while at rest, unexplained by electrocardiographic or laboratory testing. Anti-ischemic treatment was prescribed and conventional ergometry and echocardiogram tests were ordered. The echocardiogram indicated dubious segment alterations on the anterior face. Conventional Bruce ergometry tests without medication, in which the patient reached 86% of the theoretical maximum heart rate, 10.2 MET, came back clinically and electrically negative, with an adequate blood pressure response. Given the persistence of symptoms during hospitalization and the echocardiographic anomalies, we decided to use a DSE. Under the conventional protocol, 10-40 μg/kg/min of dobutamine and 1 mg of atropine achieved 90% of theoretical maximum heart rate. After administering the atropine, the patient developed chest pain associated with vegetative reactions that persisted for 3 h, with no registry in the electrocardiogram or echocardiogram. We documented increased troponin I levels (maximum: 0.67 ng/ml at 3 h; normal until 0.04 ng/ml, and range of AMI ≥0.4) with normal creatine kinase. No epicardial lesions were found with the coronaryography. Symptoms were attributed to a microcirculatory disease. No coronary vasospasm tests were administered, and the patient was treated with nitrates and diltiazem.

According to the current criteria defining acute coronary syndrome,4 our patient had a non-ST-segment myocardial infarction with no epicardial coronary lesions. The symptoms indicate microvascular damage. We did not rule out a possible vasospastic origin, but this was unlikely given that the absence of ST-segment alterations and motility in the acute phase. Furthermore, some studies have concluded that this possibility would be masked if the spasm were “distal”.2

Some authors have measured troponin after DSE with contradictory results in terms of diagnostic and prognostic usefulness. Pastor et al.4 found significant lesions in all patients that had an available coronaryography, negative DSE, and elevated troponin levels. In addition, they concluded that dobutamine at the levels administered in these tests can produce slight myocardial damage as shown by the elevation in troponin levels, without abnormal motility and angiographic lesions. However, Meluzín et al.5 and Beckman et al.6 did not observe increased troponin I or T levels in 27 and 20 patients, respectively, with altered contractility during DSE and a known coronary disease.

The current definition of AMI may be too strict to be applied to spasm provocation tests such as DSE, and the problem could be increased with new “ultra-sensitive” techniques for detecting troponin levels. Furthermore, the incidence of AMI in the medical literature appears to be lower than the real values, probably due to the use of criteria that differ from our current definition. We need studies that evaluate the prognostic value of the increases in troponin levels after stress tests, which would allow their safety to be better assessed.
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